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Here To Make Your Workspace
Work As Hard As You Do.

How We’re Responding to COVID-19
While we’re not an authority on public health, we believe every organization bears an amount of social 

continue operations in a ‘business as usual’ manner as safely as possible for their employees, vendors 
and customers.

So, here’s our response: 

What We’re Doing to Ensure Everyone’s Health & Safety...

• Temperature checks for all employees at the start of each day
• All furniture is being cleaned before being delivered/installed
• Installation teams are wearing masks
• Trucks are cleaned and sanitized daily

During the COVID-19 outbreak and the following months, we 
are asking our clients to partner with us in making working 
environments as safe as possible for our employees, as well 
as yours. So, for deliveries and installations to your work 
environments, we ask the following:

With Our Products...

Externally, we have followed 
various case trackers from 

multiple sources, solicited and 
received various ‘Return to Work’ 

suppliers, to assure that their supply 
chain is secure. Our overseas 

have activated their respective 
HR business plans related to 

continuing their operations.

• 
reduce contact for both parties. 

• 
deliveries are cleaned prior. 

• Furniture will be placed as originally noted with the sales person.  Our technicians have been instructed 
not to deviate from plans provided. 

• If our technicians feel there are unsafe conditions or the above requests are not being respected, they 
will contact the associated sales person to work out a solution and time for
when conditions are compliant.
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SOCIAL DISTANCE SIGNAGE
With rapidly changing information, you need a sign 
system that can respond quickly and clearly.

Remind occupants and visitors to maintain a safe 
distance from each other, provide up-to-the-minute 
informational notices and get people where they're 
going with an array of freestanding, 
interchangeable and directional signage.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE BARRIERS
Protect employees and customers from COVID-19 
and other virus exposures by providing a barrier for 
those who work with the public or near others.

These are personal protection screens that can be 
installed without drilling into the top of the desk so, 
if the barriers are no longer needed, they can be 
removed without damaging the desktop.

Personal protection barriers configure uniquely to a 
variety of applications in the office. Mounting 
barriers affixed to countertops or desks provide a 
sturdy partition to reduce person-to-person 
contact. Hanging barriers provide protection while 
maintaining maximum workspace. Freestanding 
barriers are easily repositioned and moved to meet 
changing needs of the office. Available in either 
3/16" Acrylic and 1/8" Polycarbonate material, 
every configuration of personal protection barriers 
are optimized for clarity and durability.
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STACKABLE PARTITIONS

FREESTANDING PARTITIONS
Redefine effective space division, protect occupants' privacy and productivity and reduce 
person-to-person transmission of germs in the workplace! 

Freestanding office divider panels are available in four standard finishes of fabric covering with two 
finishes available for panel base. Panels come pre-assembled in standard widths of 47" with your 
choice of 47-63" heights. Divider panels of any size can be strapped together with optional hardware to 
create solid partitions wider than 4’.

Reduce person-to-person transmission of germs at workstations by investing in an easily retrofitted
solution. Stackable partitions are comprised of posts and panels configurable up to 3’ high and in near 
infinite widths. Simply mount appropriate-height posts to work surface and slide panels in between.

Tackable fabric, whiteboard and acrylic available in monolithic or combination panels.
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UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Office Furniture Warehouse employs a non-toxic 
cleaning solution that is deployed and immediately 
vacuumed up along with residual office filth in order 
clean cubicle panels and refresh the workspace. 

The process leaves cubicle fabric only slightly 
damp, able to dry in minutes. The major benefit to 
our cubicle cleaning process is keeping your 
cubicle manufacturer's warranty intact, which 
typical carpet cleaners will void. Cleaning cubicles 
can dramatically improve indoor air quality, shown 
to have significant effects on people's productivity.

RECONFIGURATION
Office Furniture Warehouse can assist you with 
developing a furniture reconfiguration plan to 
address the placement of furniture to coincide with 
social distancing requirements. A plan can be 
developed to relocate existing furniture assets 
without creating a list of additional costs or 
significant impact to the workflow process in your 
office.  A layout of the new configuration will be 
provided before implementation for review with the 
endures for adjustment is needed to support social 
distancing and workflow.

REUPHOLSTERY
MyChairDoctor, Office Furniture Warhouse’ chair 
repair and reupholstery division, can implement a 
new application of antimicrobial fabric to your 
upholstered chairs to further prevent the formation 
of viral surface vectors.
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